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AH Her belongs to the sublass of dwarf novae (DNe) named by the group prototypeZ Cam. DNe in general are atalysmi variable stars haraterized by the presene ofsudden inreases of brightness (2{5 mag, outbursts) in the optial light urve, and onsistof a white dwarf (primary) star areting matter from a red dwarf (mass donor), whihis in ontat with its Rohe lobe. Outburst intervals for eah objet are quasi-periodi,but within the DN family, intervals an range from days to deades. In partiular starslike AH Her (Z Cam sublass) display intervals of outbursts as well as phases of steadybrightness (known as standstill stages). AH Her varies in magnitude between V = 14:7to V = 13:9 at minimum, while in the outburst the star may reah the value of V = 11:3.During the standstill stages the brightness value is swinging about V = 12:0 magnitude(Ritter & Kolb, 1998). The reurrene time (T) between two outbursts varies of 7{27days (for a review see Spogli et al., 2001, and referenes therein). In partiular an inreaseof T aompanied by a slow brightening of the mean V magnitude was reported reentlyby �Simon (2004), while aurate radial veloity determinations of the AH Her system anbe found in North et al. (2002).
Table 1B V RC ICMaximum outburst 11:77� 0:08 11:84� 0:05 11:74� 0:05 11:67� 0:04Minimum of light 15:07� 0:12 14:52� 0:05 14:09� 0:05 13:48� 0:05Mean values at minimum 14:2� 0:3 13:9� 0:3 13:5� 0:2 13:1� 0:1Mean values at maximum 12:1� 0:2 12:0� 0:1 11:9� 0:1 11:8� 0:1Outburst amplitude 3.2 2.6 2.4 1.8Deay rates (mag/day) 0.27� 0.12 0.22� 0.05 0.18� 0.05 0.16� 0.05B � V V �RC R� I) V � ICMean values at Maximum �0:03 0.08 0.14 0.23Mean Values at Minimum 0.36 0.34 0.49 0.83
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Figure 1. BV RCIC light urves of AH Her from 25 May 2005 to 30 September 2005 assembled withour original data (�lled irle symbols). The available V -band data from the AFOEV database are alsoreported for a omparison (open square symbols). Time expressed in Julian Days is reported in theX-axis
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Figure 2. The V � I olour index variations of AH Her plotted against the V magnitude. The starappears to be redder in quiesene and data are well represented by a simple linear trend

Figure 3. The B � V olour index variations of AH Her plotted against the V magnitude. Thesattering in the data (owed to the smaller preision in B data when the star is faint, and possibly tosome loop patterns) is evident, even if the bluer when brighter general trend is still identi�able
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In this brief paper we present results of our intermittent observations of AH Her madein the year 2005 at the Astronomial Observatory of the Perugia University and thePorziano amateur observatory. Observations were performed in the B, V (Johnson), andRC , IC (Cousins) photometri bands. Instruments and photometri tehniques used atthe Perugia Observatory are already desribed in Spogli et al. (1998), while the alibrationstars are reported in Spogli et al. (2001). In the Porziano Observatory we used a 0.30-mShmidt{Cassegrain f/6.5 telesope, equipped with an AP-32ME CCD amera (Kodak3200-ME, 2184 � 1470 pixels). AH Her was monitored from 26/05/2005 to 30/09/2005for a total of 48 photometri nights (Figure 1). Our data are reported in Table 2, whihis available eletronially through the IBVS website as �le 5727-t2.tex, while in Table 1the main harateristis of our dataset (improving the values reported in our previouspubliations) are outlined. We omputed the ontinuum spetral slope using the sameproedure desribed in Spogli et al. (1998). We found a value ranging from 0.6 to 1.1,with a mean value equal to 0:7� 0:2.The results presented here are part of a projet devoted to gain multi-band light urvesof a sample of DNe, with the goal of inreasing the historial database and information onthis lass of atalysmi variables whih an help to onstrain theoretial models. Figure 2and Figure 3 show the olour-indies versus magnitude diagrams for AH Her: obviouslythe star is bluer during the outburst and redder in quiesene stages, but it is worth tonote that the data seem to be well represented by a linear regression (at least for the V �Iplot, haraterized by higher preision photometri data), and there is not a loop typialof other DNe (see, for example, Spogli et al., 2000a, 2000b). On the other hand the largersattering in the B�V plot might also be produed by few loop patterns produed duringoutburst. A study of this behaviour is underway, even if the statistis is poor.
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